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Home Â· News Â· Commits Â· Built Docker Information By IntelliJ IDEA the following
error appears. You need to set the 'Core Project Settings/Modules/Plugins' to use
this plugin. The option "Module Settings" has nothing to do with this and I don't
think it has anything to do with configuring the project correctly for this plugin

either. Below is the error I see when opening the project. I'm using maven 2 as the
build tool. I've updated Intellij to the latest version. I've installed the plugin. I've set

"Module Settings/Plugins" to open a file and point to the maven folder. I've re-
installed the plugin. Anyone else have an idea? I've attached a photo of the

settings. A: Firstly, your comments don't help much. The fact is there is no "right"
answer - both IDEA and maven solve this on their own. However, to fix the problem,

follow these steps: Re-open IDEA (not all instances are needed) Right click on
project > Maven > Update Project Build project (build should be green) It should
resolve this issue. If you're using Maven 3, no need to reinstall plugin - just right

click on project in maven's menu, and choose "Update Project" A: Go to Preferences
-> Maven Uncheck "Aggregate errors and warnings into a single error/warning

mark" That did it for me, I think it is a bug in IntelliJ 9. A: I'd like to start by saying
I'm generally more of a Vim user than an IntelliJ user, but I have no problems with
maven integration with IntelliJ, and never had problems with it with maven 3.x. In
fact, I'm so comfortable with the current maven integration that the first thing I do
when opening a new maven project is to click on the button "Update project". With

that said, I don't think the "aggregate errors and warnings into a single
error/warning mark" setting in the maven preferences was causing the issue. I'd like
to point out that the description for this setting basically boils down to "I don't want

to have to
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